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CHAPTER 1
BACKGROUND INFORMATION

1.1 Introduction and Overview
This Demonstration Report has been prepared on behalf of Mattamy Homes
in support of Zoning By-law Amendment and Draft Plan of Subdivision
applications which would allow for the completion of the fourth and fifth
phases of a 1,186-unit mixed-type residential development in Ottawa’s
southern community of Barrhaven South. The first and second phases of
the proposed development, known as ‘Half Moon Bay South’, were draft
approved by the City in March 2011 and third phase in April 2014.
The proposed Zoning By-law Amendment would rezone the Mattamy
lands from Development Reserve (DR) to Residential Third Density
Zone, Subzone YY, with Exceptions (R3YY [1627]). The proposed R3YY
[1627] zone was initially developed for the previous phases of Mattamy’s
Half Moon Bay developments and is specific to the Mattamy’s products.
The zoning is intended to permit a flexible range of ground-oriented,
low to high density residential dwelling types in a transit-integrated and
pedestrian-friendly environment. It also fosters an urban-type community
character, including reduced building setbacks and alternative right-of-way
standards. The proposed Zoning By-law is attached to the Demonstration
Report as Exhibit A.
This Demonstration Report is accompanied by a Concept Plan (Figure
4) which generally depicts how the Half Moon Bay South lands will be
developed, including the unit-type distribution and the location of parks
and schools. The Concept Plan and associated plan of subdivision are in
compliance with the general vision, guidelines and design principles of the
Barrhaven South Community Design Plan (CDP).

VI
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1.2 Demonstration Report
The following studies and reports have been prepared in support of the Zoning
By-law Amendment and Plan of Subdivision applications. These documents,
which are summarized within this Demonstration Report, confirm that the
project is based on the principles of good design and planning, and best
engineering practices. The following studies were prepared for the larger
Half Moon Bay South Subdivision and originally submitted to the City in
January of 2010 and February 2014:
1. Draft Plan of Subdivision prepared by J.D. Barnes Surveying Limited, dated
December 3, 2009;
2. Servicing Report prepared by Stantec Inc., dated December 21, 2009;
3. Tree Conservation Report prepared by Muncaster Environmental Planning
Inc., dated November 22, 2009;
4. Preliminary Geotechnical Investigation Report prepared by Jacques Whitford,
dated September 12, 2008;
5. Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment report prepared by Franz
Environmental Inc., dated January 6, 2009;
6. Transportation Impact Study prepared by Genivar, dated December 15,
2009; and
7. Stage 1 Archaeological Assessment prepared by Jacques Whitford, dated
October 29, 2008.
8. Draft Plan of Subdivision prepared by J.D. Barnes Surveying Limited, dated
December 19, 2013;
9. Half Moon Bay South – Draft Plan #2, Barrhaven South, City of Ottawa
Stormwater Management Report prepared by Stantec June 21, 2013;
10. Half Moon Bay South – Draft Plan #2, Mattamy Homes Ltd., City of Ottawa,
Servicing Report prepared by Stantec, dated June 21, 2013;
11. Preliminary Noise Assessment, Half Moon Bay South Subdivision prepared
by Stantec, dated June 18, 2013;
12. Dust Assessment, Proposed Subdivision Development, Parts of Lots 8 and
9, Concession 3, Ottawa, Ontario prepared by Golder Associates, dated
June 2013;
13. Half Moon Bay South Draft Plan #2, Transportation Assessment Update
prepared by Stantec, dated June 19, 2013; and
14. Half Moon Bay – Draft Plan 2 – City File D07-16-10-0003, Species at Risk
Assessment Update prepared by Muncaster Environmental Planning Inc.
dated May 31, 2013.
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1.3 The Site

Additionally, the following reports have been prepared to support the fourth and
fifth phases of Half Moon Bay South and / or update the original studies to ensure
their currency:

The Mattamy Half Moon Bay lands are located within the Barrhaven South CDP
study area, which is generally bounded by the Jock River to the north, Barnsdale
Road and the urban boundary to the south, Greenbank Road to the east, and
Highway 416 to the west. More specifically, the Half Moon Bay South lands are
located towards the southern end of the CDP study area, within the area generally
bounded by Cambrian Road, the existing Greenbank Road, Barnsdale Road, and
the proposed re-aligned Greenbank Road. With an overall area of 63.4 hectares,
the subject lands represent approximately 15% of the Barrhaven South CDP
study area. The current proposed phase has an area of 36.4 ha and represents
approximately 8.6% of the Barrhaven South CDP. Although several developments
have been approved within the CDP area, including the first phases of the Half
Moon Bay South subdivision, the area is a mix of developing and undeveloped
lands.

1. Draft Plan of Subdivision prepared by J.D. Barnes Surveying Limited, dated
June 25, 2014;
2. Phase 2 Environmental Site Assessment report prepared by Paterson Group
dated July 30,2010;
3. Geotechnical Investigation Report prepared by Stantec dated November
2011;
4. Stationary Noise Source Study prepared by Valcoustics Canada Limited,
dated June 20, 2014;
5. Transportation Impact Assessment Update prepared by Stantec dated June
19, 2014;
6. Tree Conservation Report –Revised prepared by Muncaster Environmental
Planning, dated December 14, 2010; and,
7. Stage 4 Archaeological Assessment prepared by Golder Associates dated
December 2010 and associated Ministry of Tourism and Culture “Acceptance
Letter” dated January 27, 2011
8. Half Moon Bay South - Draft Plan #3, Barrhaven South, City of Ottawa,
Stormwater Management Report prepared by Stantec dated September 19,
2014.
9. Half Moon Bay South – Draft Plan #3, Barrhaven South, City of Ottawa,
Preliminary Noise Assessment prepared by Stantec dated September 25,
2014.

Land uses surrounding the subject lands include:
NORTH – Lands owned by Tamarack Homes well into the development stage,
beyond which lie Mattamy’s Half Moon Bay North subdivision which is nearing
completion.
SOUTH – Undeveloped lands owned by Minto which are located outside of the
City’s Urban Boundary.
EAST – First, second, and third phases of the Half Moon Bay South subdivision
currently under construction.
WEST – A sand and gravel extraction operation, beyond which lies the Trail Road
Waste Disposal Facility, across Highway 416.

The intent of this Demonstration Report is to provide an inventory of compliance
with the Barrhaven South Community Design Plan (CDP), which was finalized
in September 2006. Throughout the report, the findings of each section will be
summarized and highlighted in a finding of fact statement. The intent of these
statements is to make up a checklist of compliance with the objectives of the CDP
document.

1.4 Barrhaven South Community Design Plan (CDP)

This Demonstration Report seeks approval of, and compliance with, the CDP by
achieving the following:
•
•
•
•

Demonstrating possibilities and methods for addressing specific development
challenges;
Illustrating a variety of ways to achieve the CDP’s urban design guidelines;
Illustrating some specific objectives contained in the CDP; and
Providing a means for establishing and monitoring the mix of units and density
targets in the sub-planning areas over time.
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Figure 1- Barrhaven South Community Design Plan (CDP) Study Area
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The City of Ottawa Official Plan requires the completion of a Community
Design Plan (CDP) for all lands that are subject to a Developing
Community designation prior to any development being approved
within the area. Community Design Plans are intended to translate the
direction and policies of the Official Plan to the community level. They are
comprehensive in nature, and incorporate the planning policy context of
the Official Plan, infrastructure servicing, transportation, and environmental
and economic impacts. Principles, policies and guidelines established in
the CDP provide the direction required for the preparation and review of
development applications within the community.

Half Moon Bay South Phases 4 & 5 – Demonstration Report

The purpose of the Barrhaven South CDP (September 2006) is to provide
a framework for the future development of the Barrhaven South community
which fulfills the policy directions outlined in the City’s Official Plan. More
specifically, the CDP establishes a wide range of design guidelines and
development principles with respect to land uses, street systems, parks
and greenspace, the Community Core, employment area, institutional
uses, and residential lot and building configuration. The CDP contains the
following four major components:
•

An overview of the lands, the community building process, the planning
context, and the development of the plan, including the establishment
of guiding principles which are to be followed during the preparation
and review of development submissions;

•

The plans and studies for the study area, including the land use
plan, demonstration plan, green-space plan, and supporting studies
including the transportation master plan, subwatershed study and
master servicing plan;

•

The community design guidelines, which provide direction for the
design of the built environment’s components; and

•

The implementation strategy, which highlights future actions for the
CDP.

1.5 Supporting Studies
The following supporting studies have been undertaken to provide
guidance on the components of the CDP, the Land Use Plan, and the
Demonstration Plan:
•

Master Servicing Study which provides technical guidance on the
infrastructure requirements for the development of Barrhaven South
with respect to water, wastewater and stormwater management;

•

Transportation Master Plan which provides technical guidance on
the new road network for Barrhaven South and the transportation
improvements that are required to facilitate development;
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•

An Official Plan Amendment approved by City Council in June 2006 and
implemented through By-law 2007-306 (adopted June 2007) served to make the
following changes to Schedule B- Urban Policy Plan of the Official Plan:

Jock River Reach 1 Subwatershed Study which investigates the
ecological features and functions of the subwatershed and establishes
a management strategy to protect and enhance this natural system;

•

•

Conceptual Fisheries Compensation Plan (prepared in conjunction
with the Subwatershed Study) which details measures required
through the development of Barrhaven South to create new fish habitat
and enhance existing fish habitat in this reach of the Jock River.

•
•

1.6 The Planning and Consultation Process
The development of the Barrhaven South Community Design Plan (CDP)
was guided by the Core Project Team (CPT), which included key City
of Ottawa staff, primary consultants, and participating landowners. The
CPT met on a bi-weekly basis over the duration of the study to oversee
the project, resolve issues, and achieve consensus at each step of the
process.

•

Re-designation of the lands in the northeast corner of the CDP study area,
abutting the Jock River, from “Town Centre” (TC)/“Mixed Use Centre” to
“Major Open Space” and “General Urban Area” and from “Major Open Space”
to “Urban Natural Feature”.
Re-designation of the lands in the northwest corner of the CDP study
area (immediately adjacent to the Jock River) from “General Urban
Area”/”Developing Community” to “Major Open Space”.
Re-designation of an area of land in the southwest corner of the CDP study
area from “General Urban Area”/”Developing Community” to “Urban Natural
Feature”.
Alteration of the southern boundary of the CDP study area through the redesignation of “General Urban Area”/”Developing Community” lands to
“General Rural Area” and “Agricultural Resource Area” and the re-designation
of “Sand & Gravel Resource Area” and “Agricultural Resource Area” lands to
“General Urban Area”.

1.8 Land Ownership

A Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) was also established and met on 6
occasions to formally review and provide input on key project deliverables
throughout the course of the study. In addition to members of the CPT,
representatives of the Ontario Ministries of the Environment (MOE) and
Transportation (MTO), the Rideau Valley Conservation Authority and
various City Departments and Divisions participated in the TAC meetings.
The CDP process also included public open houses and consultations
to discuss existing and future conditions, design objectives, the overall
project vision, and plan and project implementation.

Within the 500-hectare Barrhaven South CDP study area there several large
development proposed or in process. Mattamy Development Corporation is the
developer 228 hectares or 46% of the land followed by Tamarack Developments,
Monarch Homes and Minto own an additional 125 hectares (25%) between them.
The City of Ottawa owns 32 hectares of Major Open Space lands along the Jock
River. The remainder of the lands are owned by various groups and individuals.

1.7 Official Plan Amendments
Prior to the adoption of the Barrhaven South CDP, the majority of the study area
lands were designated “General Urban Area”, with an overlay designation of
“Developing Community” in the City of Ottawa Official Plan (as adopted May 2003).
Additional designations included “Mixed Use Centre” with an overlay designation
of “Town Centre” in the northeast corner of the study area and “Major Open Space”
along the south side of the Jock River.
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Figure 2- Official Plan Amendment (By-law 2007-306)
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Figure 3- Land Ownership within the CDP Study Area
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Figure 3.1 - Existing Zoning
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CHAPTER 2
DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL SUMMARY

2.1 Overview of the Development Proposal
This current proposed phase of Half Moon Bay South will consist of 264 singledetached dwellings, street townhouses, and village townhomes. When combined
with the previous phases, the entire Half Moon Bay South community will consist
of a total of 1,186 dwellings in all. Figure 4 depicts the Concept Plan for the
Mattamy lands
Access to the proposed subdivision will be provided from the existing and future
Greenbank Roads via Dundonald Drive, an east-west collector road, approved
as part of the first phases of Half Moon Bay South. North-south connections
are provided primarily by River Mist Road, a collector road running through the
first phase of the subdivision, and two established local roads running through
the previously phases of the subdivision. These north-south accesses provide
connections from the Tamarack subdivision to the north, and intersect with the
east-west Dundonald Drive.
The interior subdivision road network will typify a modified street grid layout which
will allow multiple connections to the internal collector roads from the local roads
thereby limiting direct access onto the existing and future Greenbank Roads
to Dundonald Drive, the east-west collector road. The interface of residential
units adjacent to the future Greenbank Road will be dominated by the proposed
Community Park and Secondary School Block, that will limit access points
respecting the designed function of the arterial roadway.
The right-of-way (ROW) widths within the plan will continue those established by
the previous phase and range from 18 m local roads to 24 m collector roads,
with the exception of ‘window streets’ where the proposed ROW is 14 m. These
roadway cross-sections, which were used in Mattamy’s previous phases of Half
Moon Bay South, that have been approved by the City of Ottawa and illustrated
in the CDP. Sidewalk locations are intended to be finalized during the subdivision
review process, with an emphasis on providing a sidewalk network on the collector
roads and pathway connections to local roads.
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There are 2 schools proposed and accommodated within this phase of the
subdivision. The first is a future secondary school which would be located on a
5.82 ha block in the northwest corner of the subdivision with direct frontage onto the
proposed east-west collector road and the future Greenbank Road. The second
school site would accommodate an elementary school on a 2.77 ha site near the
centre of the southern subdivision boundary with primary frontage onto River Mist
Road, the north-south collector road, and partial secondary frontage onto a local
road. This block is also designed to abut a proposed “Neighbourhood Park”. The
previous phase of the subdivision contains a 2.1 ha block to accommodate an
additional elementary school near the centre of the northern subdivision boundary.
The plan of subdivision defines roadways, parks, and large blocks of singledetached, townhouses, and multiple attached dwellings (village home) units. The
large blocks will provide flexibility for marketing purposes. The plan will be finalized
prior to the final servicing drawings being completed and approved by the City. It
is Mattamy’s intent to register the plan of subdivision in lots and larger townhouse
blocks, subject to Part Lot Control and Site Plan Control applications. Figure 5
depicts the proposed plan of subdivision prepared by J.D. Barnes and Associates.
Proposed parkland in this phase consists of one “Community Park” of 3.1 ha,
and a “Neighbourhood Park” of 0.91 ha. The “Community Park” is proposed
to be prominently located along the future Greenbank Road, while the smaller
neighbourhood park is proposed in more central location within the plan. These
parks serve as part of the parkland dedication for the entire Half Moon Bay South
development. The parkland dedication for the first three phases of development is
accommodated in the proposed phase. Currently the City is holding a security to
ensure that the parkland dedications are fulfilled.
The parks function as community focal points and open spaces for the denser
development within the plan, including the multiple attached dwellings (village
homes) which are proposed to flank the eastern limit of the “Community Park”.
The parks will benefit multiple road frontages for increased visibility and community
access.
The park designs would be reviewed and approved by the City of Ottawa as part
of the final design drawings for the subdivision improvements.
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Figure 4- Proposed Plan of Subdivision
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Figure 5- Draft Plan of Subdivision
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CHAPTER 3
EXISTING AND PROPOSED CONDITIONS

The South Keys Large-format Shopping Centre located at Bank Street and
Hunt Club Road, approximately 12 km northeast of the Half Moon Bay South
Lands.
The Bayshore Shopping Centre located at the intersection of Highways 416
and 417, approximately 12 km to the north of the Half Moon Bay South Lands.
The Barrhaven South CDP Community Core located at the intersection of
Cambrian Road and the new Greenbank Road, which is anticipated to
include commercial and service uses such as retail stores, food stores, and
restaurants.
The Riverside South CDP Community Core centred on the intersection of
Limebank Road and Earl Armstrong Road, approximately 7 km of the east of
the Half Moon Bay South Lands.
The Fernbank CDP Mixed Use lands along both Hazeldean Road and a new
north-south arterial, approximately 14 km northwest of the Half Moon Bay
South Lands.

A and B, with A representing excellent conditions and F representing congested
conditions. Further, intersections along Greenbank Road, namely at Half Moon
Bay Way/Tamarack Access and Dundonald Drive, are currently operating at a LOS
of B. Finally, with a LOS of C, the intersection of Jockvale Road and Riverstone
Drive is currently the most congested.

The existing and planned roadway network which will permit future residents of Half
Moon Bay South to travel to the above noted employment and retail/commercial
nodes include (Figure 6):
•
Road, a 2-lane north-south rural arterial
•
Greenbank Road, a 2-lane north-south semi-urban/urban arterial
•
Jockvale Road, a 2-lane north-south rural arterial
•
Cambrian Road, a 2-lane east-west rural arterial located south of the Jock
River
•
Strandherd Drive, a 4-lane east-west urban arterial located north of the Jock
River
•
Greenbank Road, a new north-south arterial located along the western edge
of the development
•
Barnsdale Road, a 2-lane east-west rural collector
•
Highway 416, a north-south provincial highway located less than 2 kilometres
to the west of the Half Moon Bay South lands which connects with Highway
417, the City’s major east-west thoroughfare.

Based on forecasted traffic volumes on the existing network, all existing and new
intersections in the study area are anticipated to perform at satisfactory levels of
service with the exception of the Jockvale Road / Riverstone Drive intersection,
which is anticipated to operate over capacity.

•
•
•

The following provides an overview of existing conditions with respect to the
Half Moon Bay South lands and a summary of the various study findings and
recommendations relative to development impacts.

•

3.1 Transportation

•

The Half Moon Bay South lands are located along the southern edge of Ottawa’s
urban area, approximately 20 km south of the City’s downtown core. Major
employment centres in the surrounding area include:
•
•
•
•
•

The 416 Business Park located at Highway 416 and Fallowfield Road,
approximately 4 km to the northwest of the Half Moon Bay South Lands;
The South Merivale Business Park located west of the intersection of Prince of
Wales Drive and Merivale Road, approximately 6 kilometres to the northeast
of the Half Moon Bay South Lands;
The Riverside South Business Park and Albion-Leitrim Industrial Area located
along the southern edge of the Greenbelt, east of the Rideau River, 6-12 km
to the northeast of the Half Moon Bay South Lands;
The Ottawa International Airport and surrounding businesses, located within
and immediately surrounding the Greenbelt, approximately 10 km to the
northeast of the Half Moon Bay South Lands; and
A cluster of industrial parks located in the area generally bounded by West
Hunt Club to the north, the Rideau River to the east, Macfarlane Road to
the south, and Woodroffe Avenue to the west, approximately 10 km to the
northeast of the Half Moon Bay South Lands.

As exhibited in established residential areas in this end of the City, residents are
also likely to commute further abroad to employment opportunities in Kanata and
downtown Ottawa, amongst other locations.
Existing and planned retail developments in the area surrounding the Half Moon
Bay South Lands include:
•

The Barrhaven Town Centre Lands centred on the intersection of Strandherd
Drive and Greenbank Road, approximately 3 km to the north of the Half Moon
Bay South Lands.
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The CDP identifies the existing Jockvale Road Bridge (crossing the Jock River) as
a significant constraint to development in Barrhaven South. As identified below,
the replacement of this bridge is one of the planned roadway improvements for
this area.
According to a Transportation Impact Study prepared by Genivar in December of
2009, the transportation network south of the Jock River in and around the Mattamy
lands is currently operating with good levels of service during peak periods of
travel demand. Intersections along Cambrian Road from Cedarview Road east
to Jockvale Road are currently operating at an overall Level of Service (LOS) of
Half Moon Bay South Phases 4 & 5 – Demonstration Report

A number of roadway improvements are planned in Barrhaven South in order to
accommodate the ongoing urbanization of this area. Improvements to Jockvale
Road include the construction of a 4-lane roadway link connecting Longfields Drive
(at Strandherd Drive) to Jockvale Road (at Bren Maur Road); a road re-alignment
in close proximity to Prince of Wales to allow for a safer intersection angle; the
construction of a 4-lane cross-section from Prince of Wales to the future JockvaleLongfields alignment; and new bridge across the Jock River immediately west
of the existing structure. Improvements to Greenbank Road are also proposed,
including a new, more westerly alignment south of the existing Jockvale Road /
Greenbank Road intersection.

Genivar concludes that the proposed Mattamy Half Moon Bay South development
can be accommodated by existing roadway network infrastructure with only the
construction of the planned widening of Jockvale Road to 4 lanes crossing the Jock
River. Further, the proposed access location on Greenbank Road (at Dundonald
Drive) will have to be signalized upon full build out of the development along the
minor leg of the Half Moon Bay South collector road. Finally, it is anticipated that
the upset capacity of the new Greenbank Road Bridge will not be met until beyond
2022 and that the planned widening of the Jockvale-Longfield Link will provide
adequate capacity in the area for residents to commute north into Nepean.
In June 2013, as a result of changes to the original draft plan, Stantec Consulting
was retained to update and validate the findings of the original Genivar
transportation assessment based on recent changes to the draft plan. This report
concluded that when comparing the overall unit count, trip generation potential,
and the planned road network, the changes to the draft plan for the approved draft
plan are considered minor in nature and the results of the previous transportation
assessment remain valid and no further transportation impact assessment is
required.

Half Moon Bay South Phases 4 & 5 – Demonstration Report

Figure 6- Existing and Proposed Road Network
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3.2 Servicing

3.2.2 Stormwater Management

In December 2009, Stantec Consulting Ltd. prepared a Servicing Report which
addresses the water, stormwater, and sanitary servicing needs of the proposed Half
Moon Bay South development. An additional Servicing Report, along with a preliminary
Stormwater Management Report was produced in June 2013 to specifically address
the Second Phase of Half Moon Bay South. The following sections discuss the results
of this study.

A preferred stormwater management (SWM) plan for the Barrhaven South Community
was identified in the “Jock River Reach One Subwatershed Study” (Stantec, June
2007) and reflected in the “Barrhaven South Master Servicing Study” (Stantec, June
2007). The Barrhaven South Master Servicing Study (BSMSS) identified that SWM
ponds had to be designed to provide 80% Total Suspended Solids (TSS) removal,
however, no quantity control storage and/or erosion control storage were required.
The SWM criteria and sewershed boundaries were subsequently modified in the
“Corrigan Stormwater Management Facility Stormwater Management Report and
Design Brief” (IBI Group, July 2008) and the “Servicing Brief for Half Moon Bay
Development Phase One for Mattamy Homes in the City of Ottawa (DSEL, April
2008). As a result of these modifications, the BSMSS is currently the subject to an
update.

3.2.1 Water Supply
The hydraulic model used for this phase of development was created by Stantec
based on the existing and future pressure configurations that were provided by the
City for previous phases of Half Moon Bay South. Water demand was estimated using
the City’s Water Distribution Design Guidelines and a projected residential population
of approximately 1,508 persons. Demand was tested under 3 different domestic
demand conditions: average day under the present pressure zone configuration;
peak hour; and maximum day plus fire flow under present pressure zone conditions.
The findings of the report indicate that the proposed servicing will provide sufficient
capacity to sustain both the required domestic demands and emergency fire flow
demands. Minimum pressure is within the recommended design guidelines for
minimum pressure, however maximum pressure is not within the recommended
design guidelines and pressure reducing valves are recommended at the time of
construction.
The report also noted that the proposed distribution system contains adequate
looping and satisfies the City’s reliability requirements for looping. It recommends
that fire flow calculations be reviewed when additional details are available regarding
phasing.

The Half Moon Bay South development will be designed using the “dual drainage”
principle, whereby the minor (pipe) system is designed to convey the peak rate of
runoff from the 5-year design storm (or equivalent flow rate) and runoff from larger
events is conveyed by both minor (pipe) and major (overland) channels such
as roadways and walkways safely off site without impacting proposed or existing
downstream properties.
Major system runoff will be directed to 3 separate outlets at: Andre Audet Avenue;
the storm trunk sewer at River Mist Road; and a proposed storm trunk sewer at
Dundonald Drive carrying flows to the Corrigan, Todd, and Clarke Ponds off site
(these drainage areas are preliminary and subject to change based on the results
of the BSMSS update). Flows to these ponds will be restricted to post development
5-year peak flows through the use of inlet control devices.
Lands outside the urban boundary to the south will have their runoff directed to a
interim dry pond located in the future development lands to be stored and released into
the minor system to the future Clarke Pond. Ultimately once this area is developed,
runoff will be directed to another outlet.
The report concludes that the proposed layout and drainage area will not have
any negative impacts on the existing infrastructure downstream and that a detailed
stormwater management report be prepared for the area based on approved phasing.
An erosion and sediment control plan for the site should also be implemented as
discussed.
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3.2.3. Sanitary Service

3.3.2 Tributaries

The BSMSS concluded that the existing South Nepean Collector located north
of Cambrian Road and east of Jockvale Road has enough capacity to service
the proposed levels of development in the Barrhaven South Community. The Half
Moon Bay South subdivision will be serviced by a network of gravity sanitary sewers
and will have three different outlets. Sanitary flows from the site will be 105.23
L/s (peak flow including extraneous flows). Including external development areas
north of the Half Moon Bay South subdivision, total flow generated is estimated to
be 178.65 L/s. This is well within capacity of the downstream system.

In 1997, a Master Drainage Plan (MDP) was prepared in support of development
in the South Urban Community (south of the Jock River). The MDP identified five
different tributaries south of the Reach 1 section of the Jock River. A Subwatershed
Study was undertaken in support of the Barrhaven South Community Design Plan
to review the existing conditions of the Jock River and the Reach 1 tributaries
in greater detail and identify environmental constraints and opportunities to be
considered in the Community Design Plan.

The sanitary servicing for the site will be provided via three separate connections
to the existing 1200 mm diameter West Nepean Collector trunk sewer at the
intersection of Cambrian and Greenbank Roads. More specifically, the western
portion of the site will be serviced by a future sanitary trunk sewer running north
along the future Greenbank Road realignment and connecting to the existing
sanitary trunk running east along Cambrian Road. The middle section of the
subdivision will be serviced through a trunk sewer running north through the Taggart
lands and connecting to the existing 375 mm diameter stub on River Mist Road.
The eastern portion of the site will be serviced through a trunk sewer extended
north along Greenbank Road to the existing 600 mm diameter stub immediately
south of the intersection of Cambrian and Greenbank Road.

3.3 Natural Environment
3.3.1 The Jock River
The Jock River is the main aquatic feature of the Barrhaven South CDP study
area. The River, which has a watershed drainage area of 551 square kilometers,
is divided into four reaches. The section of the River known as Reach 1 extends
along the northern boundary of the CDP lands from the point where the river
crosses under Highway 416, east to its mouth at the Rideau River. There are
significant biological features and functions in this portion of the river including
spawning areas for smallmouth bass, walleye and muskellunge.
In 2001, the Rideau Valley Conservation Authority completed the Jock River
Watershed Plan. In this Plan the water quality within Reach 1 was categorized as
consistent with the remainder of the Jock River. Bacteria and nutrient levels are
high and the level of suspended solids is low. Runoff into the river is high due to
urbanization, the relative lack of natural land and riparian cover, the lack of storage
areas, and an efficient agricultural drain system. Reach 1 is known to provide
habitat for significant fish species and offers recreational opportunities for fishing,
snowmobiling and hiking.
Half Moon Bay South Phases 4 & 5 – Demonstration Report

The Mattamy lands contain one tributary which channels southwards from the
Jock River. It is located north of Cambrian Road and slightly west of Greenbank
Road, within the Half Moon Bay North development.

3.3.3 Tree Conservation
In November 2009, Muncaster Environmental Planning prepared a Tree
Conservation Report in order to identify areas of vegetation which should be
retained and protected during the implementation of the proposed plan of
subdivision.
According to the report, the Half Moon Bay South lands are dominated by hay fields
and pasture land, with a central coniferous forest, small cultural woodland, and
deciduous hedgerows also occupying the area. The hay fields are characterized
by a number of non-native and/or invasive species, scattered shrubs and trees
along their periphery.
The central fresh-moist coniferous forest is dominated by white cedars up to 36 cm
at breast height (dbh). Ice storm damage and wind throw are extensive in this area.
The cultural woodland, located in the south central portion of the Half Moon Bay
South lands, is dominated by coppice Manitoba maple, with individual stems up to
33 cm dbh. The Manitoba maples have poor form with many horizontal branches
and bent stems, likely from ice storm damage.
Finally, the deciduous hedgerows, which separate the farm fields, are dominated
by white ash, Manitoba maple, trembling aspen, bur oak and white elm. Basswood,
white cedar, sugar maple, Scot’s pine, bitternut hickory and crack willow are also
present. White ash and bur oak located along the north site boundary, which are
up to 75 cm and 64 cm in diameter dbh respectively, represent the largest trees in
the hedgerows.
While not within the Half Moon Bay South Lands, the report acknowledges that the
Cambrian Road Woods are 100 metres northwest of the northwest corner of the
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subdivision. In the City of Ottawa’s Urban Natural Area Environmental Evaluation
Study, the Cambrian Road Woods Urban Natural Area was rated high overall for
environmental significance relative to other natural sites in the City’s Urban Area.
Mattamy has recently gifted these lands to the City which would ensure that the
Woods are protected in perpetuity.
The Tree Conservation Report concludes that no natural environmental features
of note were observed or are recorded for the site. Further, no valued woodlands,
urban natural areas, rare communities, wetlands, steep slopes or valleys were
observed on or adjacent to the site.
The Report does identify ten trees/groupings of trees of preferred species and
good condition which should be retained if servicing constraints permit (Figure X).
These trees are located along the periphery of the site and within the fresh-moist
cedar coniferous forest located in the northwest corner of the lands, specifically
within the portions of the forest that will become a school site and community
park. The Report provides guidance on how to enhance the recommended tree
retention.

3.3.4 Wildlife
The Barrhaven South Community Design Plan study area is home to a variety of
different species. More specifically, the woodland communities located within the
study area harbour a diversity of bird species, including forest, edge and wetland
species. A total of 88 bird species were recorded as breeding in the study area.
Further, ten species of amphibians and three species of reptiles were also recorded
in the CDP study area. The majority of these species were found in the Jock River,
particularly near Greenbank Road, while several snapping turtle nests were found
along Cambrian Road near the West Clark Drain. Finally, 18 species of mammals
were identified within the CDP study area. Porcupine, chipmunk, squirrels and
deer were found within the forest communities while beaver, muskrat and mink
were identified in the Jock River.
With respect to the Half Moon Bay South Lands, wildlife observed during a field
survey conducted by Muncaster Environmental Planning included: black-capped
chickadee, Canada goose, American crow, red-tailed hawk, European starling,
mourning dove, American goldfinch, blue jay, dark-eyed junco, chipping sparrow,
song sparrow, red squirrel and white-tailed deer.

3.3.5 Species at Risk
Muncaster Environmental Planning Inc. has provided an update to potential
Species at Risk on the Half Moon Bay South Lands, including an examination of
Species at Risk designated since 2011. Muncaster noted that no noted Species
at Risk, including those designated since 2011, were observed during the field
surveys and, except for butternut, specific habitat characteristics related to these
potential Species at Risk are not present on or adjacent to the Lands. It was also
noted that no butternuts were observed on or adjacent to the site.

3.3.6 Integrated Environmental Review
A Tree Conservation Report prepared by Muncaster Environmental Planning in
November 2009 provides an overview of the environmental features found within
the Half Moon Bay South development area. While a few specimens of interest
were identified, the majority of the vegetation found within this area is not of a
desirable type, size, and/or condition. As such, only ten trees/groupings of trees,
illustrated in Figure 7, have been recommended for preservation. Given that these
trees are located along the periphery of the site and within open space areas such
as parks and schools, the potential to preserve them is higher than if they were in
located on the residential lots. However, as suggested in the Tree Conservation
Report, the required re-grading of the lands may impact preservation.
The current grade of the Half Moon Bay South lands rises from 96 m in the
southwest corner of the site to 105 m along the northern edge. The secondary
school site exhibits a significant grade change from 95 m in the northeast corner of
the site to 103 m in the southeast corner of the site. Given the typical characteristics
of a secondary school, including a large building and flat playing fields, it is likely
that some grading will be required. Whether or not the community park and school
sites are re-graded, and what impact this will have on the trees recommended for
preservation, will be the responsibility of the City and School Board. Mattamy will
make every reasonable effort to preserve the trees recommended for protection
along the periphery of the development.
A Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) prepared by Franz Environmental
Inc. in January 2009 identifies isolated areas of potential contamination within
the Half Moon Bay South lands. Subsequently a Phase 2 ESA, was completed
by Patterson Group in July 2010 and concluded that the property has not be
significantly impacted by previous on-site activities and no further investigative
work was recommended. The results of the Phase 2 ESA have no bearing on the
above noted tree preservation initiatives.
Figure 7- Tree Conservation Report Map 2
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Note:
1) This Schedule forms part of the Official Plan of the City of Ottawa and must be read in conjunction with the text.
2) Boundaries between land use designations are to be interpreted according to Section 5.4.
3) In order to determine permitted land use, reference must also be made to Schedule K, Development Constraints.
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Note:
1) La présente Annexe fait partie du Plan officiel de la Ville d’Ottawa et doit être consultée en se reportant au texte même du Plan officiel.
2) Les limites des désignation de sol visées par les politiques doivent êtres interprétées en fonction de la section 5.4 du Plan officiel.
3) Afin de déterminer les activités et les aménagements autorisés, il faut également consulter l’Annexe K , Contraints d’aménagements.
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In addition to a Noise Assessment, Mattamy also retained Golder Associates to
conduct a Dust Assessment under MOE Guidelines, to evaluate the impacts from
the operation of the existing adjacent sand pits on the proposed plan (this was done
in conjunction with the Taggart Lands to the north of the proposed plan). Based
on the evaluation conducted, in accordance with MOE Guidelines, the anticipated
dust impacts met MOE criteria at the proposed subdivision and concluded that
developments, including portions proposed within 300 m of the existing pits are
considered compatible land uses provided that the pits have implemented fugitive
dust Best Management Practices.
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In addition to the preliminary environmental noise assessment, Valcoustics Canada
Limited was retained by Mattamy Homes to analyze the noise created during
regular operations of both the Drummond and Brazeau extraction pits. Valcoustics
determined that the subdivision is a compatible use, as MOE guidelines will be
met and no mitigation is required. Notwithstanding this, in accordance with MOE
guidelines, it is recommended that future homeowners within approximately 300
metres of the east property line, should have a warning clause incorporated in all
offers of purchase and sale and registered on title, advising the property owners of
the adjacent gravel pit operations.
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Mattamy retained Stantec Consulting to develop a preliminary environmental
noise assessment for the Half Moon Bay South Lands to determine if barriers
are required, along with respected height and location, to attenuate noise from
the vehicular traffic on both the existing and future Greenbank Roads, along with
Dundonald Drive and River Mist Road. Using Ministry of Environment (MOE) noise
modeling, the requirement for noise barriers was identified at certain locations
along existing and future Greenbank Roads and along River Mist Road. The
report recommends that once a grading plan has been finalized for the proposed
plan, the preliminary calculations be revisited to determine the actual heights and
location of potential noise barriers.
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•
Creating a strong street edge through the use of a uniform
		building setback;
•
Dispersing different types of housing throughout a development,
		
including variations in unit type along the same street;
•
Considering variations in lotting arrangements such as orienting
		
units around central courtyards; and •
•
Determine the appropriate amendments to the Official Plan to
		
facilitate the implementation of the community design plan.
			(Section 3.6.4)

Report.
Waste Disposal Site
The subject lands are located over 1.5 kilometres east of the Trail Waste Facility.
Given this separation distance, the lands do not fall within the landfill’s area of
influence.

5.1 Guiding Principles
The CDP contains a set of guiding principles which represent value statements
about the type of urban environment that is desired for the Barrhaven South
Community. Each guiding principle (italicized) is followed by statements which
highlight how the principle is met by the proposed Half Moon Bay South Subdivision.

Council approval of the Barrhaven South Community Design Plan in 2006 fulfills
this condition, enabling development to proceed on Mattamy’s lands.
Mineral Resources
While the subject lands are not designated a Sand and Gravel Resource Area they
do abut lands to the west with this designation. Section 3.7.4 of the Official Plan
outlines policies related to mineral resources. Lands identified as Sand and Gravel
Resource Area and Limestone Resource Area have deposits of aggregates that
may be viably extracted because they are:
•
Of a good quality and quantity;
•
Located sufficiently close to local markets;
•
Situated in relation to exiting residential development such that they can
be extracted with minimal impacts on most residential uses.

5.1.1 Create Unique Liveable Neighbourhoods
The community will be carefully designed with unique, liveable, urban-type
neighbourhoods each with their own character and sense of place. The diverse
needs of people of different incomes and lifestyles, at various stages in the life
cycle, will be met. An emphasis will be placed on human scale design, such that
residents will positively perceive, and comfortably relate to the built and natural
environment. Each neighbourhood will provide for a range of housing options and
opportunity for a choice of housing tenure. Each neighbourhood will also ensure
a rich variety of architectural styles, with attention to detail – building massing,
proportion, facade articulation, and materials. Successful interfaces will be created
between private and public spaces.

The mineral resources policies establish development restrictions on lands
adjacent to a “Sand and Gravel Resource Area”. According to Policy 3.7.4.9,
limited types of new development may be approved within 300 metres of a Sand
and Gravel Resource Area, provided that such development does not conflict with
future mineral aggregate extraction. Examples of conflicting land uses that will not
be considered include dwellings or lodging places (motels, camp grounds, nursing
homes, etc.) and farming or small-scale business uses where animals, equipment
or employees are affected by pit or quarry activities.

The Mattamy Concept Plan meets these objectives as follows:
•
•

Policy 3.7.4.10 stipulates that where there is an existing licensed pit or quarry,
development may be approved within the area of potential impact where it is
demonstrated that the mineral aggregate operation, including future expansion
in depth or extent, will not be affected by the development. Where the City
approves the development of land, the City may impose conditions to ensure the
development provides adequate buffering and/or separation between the new
proposed use and the mineral aggregate area/operation.

•

•

Given the above, it is acknowledged that an appropriate approach to the
development of the western edge of the proposed Plan of Subdivision is warranted.
This approach is discussed in greater detail in Section 3.4 of the Demonstration
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The development will provide a range of housing types to accommodate a
range of incomes and lifestyle preferences. Housing types will include: singlefamily dwellings, townhomes, and multiple attached dwellings;
Different housing types will generally be mixed throughout the community,
providing a range of densities and a blending of housing forms.
Housing will incorporate a range of built forms and architectural detailing,
ensuring visual diversity of the streetscape. Housing forms will vary in terms of
building lines, roof lines, setbacks, and garage location. Additionally, external
design features will ensure physical differentiation with respect to building
materials, and the design and configuration of doorways, windows, porches
and perimeter fencing.
Human-scale design will be provided using the following elements: wide lots for
single family dwellings, decreased front yard setbacks, attractive entranceway
designs, and attention to roadway and park design and landscaping.

Half Moon Bay South Phases 4 & 5 – Demonstration Report

5.1.2 Celebrate Community Focal Points
Each neighbourhood will be designed around identifiable focal points – areas
of interest that attract residents and become memorable landmarks within the
community. These nodes will organize neighbourhoods into legible districts,
and may consist of a variety of activities/amenities, for example, schools, parks,
plazas, community facilities, and entrance features. These focal points will be well
distributed within the community and easily accessible from homes both on foot
or bicycle.
The Mattamy Concept Plan meets these objectives as follows
•

•

•

•

•

Major focal points consist of a community park, a neighbourhood park, a
parkette, and schools. The location of these uses, along with the series of
connecting sidewalks and pathways, will act as an organizing framework for
the community.
One Neighbourhood Park of approximately 0.91 ha is proposed fronting
onto River Mist Road in the southern portion of the subdivision. The park
is oversized to accommodate the retention of existing trees (to maintain the
required amount of parkland dedication, the proposed size of the community
park is therefore 3.10ha instead of the 3.20ha as in the City’s parks guidelines).
One Community Park is proposed adjacent to the future extension of
Greenbank Road near the intersection of Greenbank Road and Dundonald
Drive, and in close proximity to the proposed secondary school. At 3.10 ha it
is the preferred size and configuration.
One Parkette of approximately 0.4 ha in size is proposed adjacent to
Dundonald Drive near the centre of the subdivision with frontage onto three
streets. The parkette exists at the terminus of a long North-South local road
for added visibility, and adjacent to a pathway for added accessibility. It is the
preferred size and configuration
There are 2 school sites proposed in this phase of the subdivision located
in the south, and northeast portions of the subdivision (in addition to a third
site set aside during the first phase). The school sites provide important,
evenly disbursed, community focal points for the residential area. The school
in the northeast quadrant is the largest and is intended for a Public Secondary
School. The school location, southeast of the future Barrhaven South
commercial core area and rapid transit corridor, will also act as a gateway
from the subdivision to these community serving elements.
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Figure 9- Barrhaven South CDP Land Use Plan
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Figure 10- Barrhaven South CDP Demonstration Plan
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5.1.3 Integrate Transportation and Land Use

The Mattamy Concept Plan meets these objectives as follows:

5.1.6 Create an Integrated green/blue System

5.1.8 Flexibility Over Time

The community will be designed for multiple modes of transportation within
a development pattern that prioritizes walking, cycling and transit over the
automobile. A modified grid system of roads will emerge, with higher densities
and community facilities focused around points of high accessibility, especially
near public transportation. Land use patterns will also complement and support
the evolving South Nepean Town Centre. Design guidelines will be applied that
ensure that all road corridors support adjacent land uses, enhance safety offer
supportive environments for walking, cycling and transit use, and maximize
greening opportunities. Public transit, including rapid transit, will be systematically
extended to serve the community, and to support the Town Centre. Transit will be
integrated into the community early in the development process.

•

The Jock River corridor and key natural features areas will be protected and
enhanced, resulting in the overall greenspace network within which the built
environment is set. These natural features will play a valuable ecological role, and
will also provide a social amenity function to the community in terms of meeting
places, areas for recreation and relaxation, and quality of life. These natural
features, watercourses, stormwater management facilities and open spaces will
be linked, as appropriate, through the use of sidewalks, walkways and trails, and
enhanced through additional landscape design that highlights, or is characteristic
of, the individual feature.

While a clear planning framework is important to influence action, zoning by-laws
need to be flexible (e.g., flexible range of uses, performance-based standards)
to be able to respond to the market complexities and demand over time.
Similarly, adjustments to the boundary of the Developing Community were made
through the CDP process to ensure the rational planning of neighbourhoods,
land uses, and servicing at a high level for those lands beyond the rationalized
urban boundary. The rationalized urban boundary was established on a ‘no net
gain’ approach. Any further changes to the boundary will be made by way of
amendment to the Official Plan.

The Mattamy Concept Plan meets these objectives as follows:

The Mattamy Concept Plan meets these objectives as follows:

•

•

The Mattamy Concept Plan meets these objectives as follows:
•
•

•

Parks and school sites are connected to residential uses via sidewalks, midblock lanes, and local streets.
Public transit, including a proposed bus rapid transit, will run along the new
Greenbank Road. Future public transit is also anticipated along the two major
collector roads proposed in Half Moon Bay South and existing Greenbank
Road. As a result, the entire subdivision should be well served by public
transit.
Pedestrian connectivity will be supported by the modified street grid system,
dedicated 6m wide walkway blocks between residential lots and sidewalks on
both sides of major collector roads.

5.1.4 Ensure Efficient Use and Phasing of Future Infrastructure
Alternative development standards will be considered when they complement the
efficient and optimal use of land, neighbourhood liveability, and life-cycle operating
and maintenance considerations. Both new and existing infrastructure will be
considered in achieving this objective. Elements of environmental sustainability
will be included in the design of buildings and infrastructure. The Province will be
approached to explore the need for and timing of their construction of the future
overpass structure at Highway 416/Cambrian Road.
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•
The Plan of Subdivision and Zoning are based on 18 m wide local rightof-ways (ROW). Such ROW widths maximize the efficient use of land and
enhance the intimacy and urban feel of the development. The roadway crosssections have been approved in the previous phase of the development by
the City of Ottawa’s Alternative Roadway Standard Committee and have also
been constructed in Half Moon Bay North.

5.1.5. Create a Healthy and Active Community
The development will deliver a hierarchy of parks and recreation infrastructure
for all members of the community to actively participate in physical activity. It will
develop integrated and flexible opportunities throughout the community which are
readily accessible to all residents.
The Mattamy Concept Plan meets these objectives as follows:
•

•

•
•
•

The park system consists of a community park, a neighborhood park, and
a parkette. The 3.10 ha Community Park is planned to serve as both a
community focal point and an amenity that is located at the preferred CDP
location.
The Neighbourhood Park is located in the southern portion of the plan resulting
in ample recreational amenity space for the community, in addition to potential
opportunities for community use of the three school sites that are planned in
the subdivision.
The Parkette, located centrally within the plan will offer additional recreational
opportunities particularly for those in the immediate vicinity.
The parks are intended to accommodate a range of active and passive
recreational uses and are located along major roadways in order to support a
higher catchment area and greater visibility.
Parkland provision is a key pillar to Mattamy communities to the extent that
Mattamy commonly constructs parks at the outset of subdivision construction
to ensure that residents have these amenities available to them at the earliest
stages of community development.
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•
While key Barrhaven South Natural features such as the Jock River have
been integrated with the planned open spaces of the Mattamy Half Moon Bay
North development, the Half Moon Bay South Subdivision is comparatively
limited in terms of similar natural features. Opportunities to preserve and
incorporate desirable mature trees into the planned parks and school sites
will be explored and connections to the Jock River are available along the
collector and arterial roadways and associated sidewalks.

The plan of subdivision and proposed provisions for the implementing Zoning
By-law allow for a flexible distribution of housing types throughout the Mattamy
Lands to ensure that a wide range of housing needs are met.

5.1.7 Consider Future of Neighbouring Aggregate Resource Area
The aggregate resource area will evolve over time to a use compatible with the
new community. In the interim, it will be considered in the development phasing
and when planning future land uses in the CDP.
The Mattamy Concept Plan meets these objectives as follows:
•
•

The Sand and Gravel Resource Area designation abuts the subject lands to
the west. Official Plan and CDP policies restrict residential and other sensitive
land uses from developing within 300 m of this designation.
In support of the proposed plan of subdivision, Mattamy has investigated
potential negative impacts from noise and dust and has determined that the
proposed uses are compatible.

Half Moon Bay South Phases 4 & 5 – Demonstration Report
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CHAPTER 6
CDP LAND USE PLAN CONFORMITY

6.1 Land Use Plan
The intent of the Land Use Plan in the CDP is to create a complete residential
community with a distinct identity which contains a full range of housing choices
and a broad complement of support services and facilities, as per the Official
Plan’s policies for Developing Communities. The following chapter discusses and
compares the Mattamy Concept Plan for the Half Moon Bay South Subdivision
with the principles of the Land Use Plan, with particular regard to location of uses
and the residential unit mix.
Eleven general land use categories are identified in the Land Use Plan, including:
1. High Density Residential
2. Medium Density Residential
3. Low Density Residential
4. Community Core
5. Neighbourhood Commercial
6. Employment
7. Schools
8. Park
9. Woodlots
10. Floodplain
11. Stormwater Management
The entire Half Moon Bay South Lands occupy a small portion (approximately
15%) of the greater CDP lands. As illustrated in the CDP Land Use Plan, the
planned function for this particular area of Barrhaven South is low-to-medium
density residential uses interspersed with schools and parkland. In addition to
the absence of commercial and employment lands, there are also no woodlots,
floodplains, or stormwater ponds within the Half Moon Bay South draft plan of
subdivision.
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6.2 Residential Density
The Barrhaven South CDP includes a Demonstration Plan which illustrates one
way in which the Land Use Plan could be implemented. The Demonstration Plan
also provides a means of establishing and monitoring the mix of units and density
targets in the sub-planning areas over time. Section 3.6.4 of the Official Plan
specifies that Developing Communities must have an overall average density for
single-detached, semi-detached and townhouse units of 34 units / net ha.
The CDP establishes a target of 6,862 dwelling units for the entire Barrhaven
South study area and an overall net residential density for single-detached, semidetached and townhouse dwelling types of 34.3 units per hectare. It is expected
that development of the CDP lands will generate a total population of 19,215. In
comparison, the entire Half Moon Bay South Subdivision will provide 1,186 units
according to the unit distribution shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Unit Distribution – Half Moon Bay South
Unit Type

Units

Split

Low Density

587

48%

Medium Density

377

31%

High Density*

252

21%

TOTAL

1,216

100%

*For the proposes of this report the village home product, referred to in the CDP as
“back-to-back towns”, has been interpreted as being considered an “apartment” in
conformity with City’s Development Charges By-law.

6.2.1 High Density Residential
The purpose of the High Density Residential land use category is to provide
an adequate amount of land for residential dwellings at higher densities and to
meet the Official Plan requirement that 10% of all dwelling units in Developing
Communities are to be apartments. The High Density Residential land use
category is located at major community focal points, such as along arterial and
major collector roads, within and adjacent to the Community Core, and adjacent
to, or within close proximity to, transit stations.
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Figure 11- Unit Distribution and Density
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Figure 12- Residential Land Uses
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The High Density Residential land use category can include products such as
stacked townhouses, back-to-back townhouses, as well as low and mid-rise
apartments. The 10% of dwelling units to be provided in the form of apartments
must be located within the areas designated High Density Residential as shown
on the Land Use Plan.
The Mattamy Concept Plan meets these objectives as follows:
•
•

The Mattamy Concept Plan provides 21% of residential housing as high
density. As required, these units consist of 3-storey village homes (defined as
back-to-back townhouses in the CDP).
Higher density residential areas are located in close proximity to major focal
points such as schools and parks to ensure a high level of accessibility to local
amenities and services.

6.2.2 Medium Density Residential
The purpose of the Medium Density Residential land use category is to provide
an adequate amount of land to accommodate the majority of the ground-oriented
multiple dwellings within the community. The Official Plan requires that at least
30% of all dwelling units within Developing Communities be ground-oriented
multiple dwellings. The Medium Density Residential land use category is focused
along arterial road and collector roads, at the intersection of collector roads within
neighbourhoods, and adjacent to neighbourhood focal points and major park
facilities. The land use category is dispersed throughout the community to provide
for a variety in housing types throughout the various neighbourhoods.
All forms of ground-oriented multiple unit dwellings will be permitted within the
Medium Density Residential land use category, which may include triplexes,
fourplexes and townhouses (block, stacked, back-to-back, and street). Single
detached, semi-detached and duplex dwellings are also permitted provided the
densities established for each of the four (4) sub-planning areas, as set out in
Section 5.2 below, are achieved.
The Mattamy Concept Plan meets these objectives as follows:
•
•
•

As required, these units consist of ground-oriented dwellings, namely street
townhouses. These units are 2-storeys in height and are street-oriented in lot
and building design.
The Mattamy Concept Plan provides 31% of residential housing as medium
density.
These units have a high level of accessibility and visibility due to the fact that
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•

•

the majority are located along the new north-south major collector roads.
As required, many of these dwelling units are located adjacent to community
focal points. Specifically, the townhouses situated in the western half of the
plan of subdivision are immediately adjacent to the secondary school and are
a short walking distance to the central Community Park.
The medium density residential units are located in both the western and
eastern halves of the proposed development, allowing for a mixture in housing
type and building form.

6.2.3 Low Density Residential
The purpose of the Low Density Residential land use category is to provide an
adequate amount of land that will accommodate the lowest density residential
uses within the community. As per the Official Plan, such uses may not contain
more than 60% of the total number of dwellings within the community.
Single-detached, semi-detached and duplex dwellings are permitted uses
within the Low Density Residential land use category. Street townhouses and
other similar ground-oriented multiple dwellings are also permitted within the
Low Density Residential land use category in order to accommodate a variety
of housing choices, increase affordability and create interesting streetscapes
throughout neighbourhoods.
The Mattamy Concept Plan meets these objectives as follows:
•
•
•

The Mattamy Concept Plan provides 48% of housing as low density residential.
This figure falls far below the Official Plan policy that a maximum of 60% of
units be single-detached.
As indicated in the Land Use Plan, low density residential uses are dispersed
evenly throughout the site and are integrated with high and medium density
residential units.
The Half Moon Bay South subdivision will include a range of ground-oriented
dwelling units including detached, street townhouses, and village homes. This
will ensure streetscape diversity and the provision of mixed housing on the
same streets and/or blocks.

6.2.4 Schools
The purpose of the School land use category is to accommodate sites for future
potential school sites to serve the community. Six (6) elementary schools and two
(2) secondary schools, as requested by the four (4) area school boards, have
been identified within the School land use category. The location and size of these
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school sites have been shown to demonstrate the need to balance the distribution
of schools throughout the community and to reflect the identified interests of the
school boards, in terms of number, type, size, configuration and preferred location
for these facilities. Only schools and their associated uses, such as day care
facilities or parks, are permitted within the School land use category.
The Mattamy Concept Plan meets these objectives as follows:
•

As required within the CDP, the Mattamy community will accommodate 1
elementary school of 2.77 ha and one secondary school site of 5.84 ha,
located in the southern portion of the subdivision. The previous phase
accommodates an additional elementary school site.
•
As established in the Land Use Plan, a park is considered a permitted
associated use to a school. As such, a neighborhood park is located
immediately adjacent to the elementary school site. Locating a park adjacent
to the school site is beneficial for the following reasons:
		
1. It creates a major focal point and activity hub in the community, 		
independent in nature but supportive in use.
		
2. It maintains safe and convenient use of the park by students but 		
promotes its greater use as a community park to be used by all 		
members of the community.
•
The Barrhaven South Demonstration Plan also sites a secondary school in
northwest corner of the Half Moon Bay South Lands, which has been illustrated
in the Concept Plan. The school is surrounded by low- and medium-density
housing and has frontage on the Dundonald Drive, a designated collector, and
on the future extension of Greenbank Drive. This allows for easy roadway
access with respect to school drop-offs and pick-ups, and places minimal
pressure on nearby local roads for school traffic. It also makes the school
easy to access on-foot. Additionally, the school has adequate visibility and
exposure to the surrounding community, which is particularly important when
addressing safety issues for children in the school yard.

6.2.5 Parks
The purpose of the Park land use category is to identify lands that accommodate
a full range of recreational opportunities, ranging from active spaces such as
sportsfields and organized play areas, to more passive leisure areas including
pathways, trails and seating areas. Barrhaven South is comprised of a hierarchy
of four levels of parks: District, Community, and Neighbourhood level parks, and
Parkettes, with the three (3) higher level parks designated on the Land Use Plan.
All four levels of parks form the basis for the Barrhaven South Greenspace Plan.

6.2.6 Community Parks
The four community parks located throughout the different neighbourhoods are
generally square or rectangular in shape and are approximately 3.25 hectares
in size. They will be fully serviced, well served by arterial and/or collector roads,
and have open frontage along the full length of the park on at least two (2) street
frontages. The other side(s) should abut residential land uses. Each community
park is expected to include at least one full-sized sportsfield; a children’s play area,
a small parking lot, additional hard surface areas, pathways, park furniture, and
other special features, such as a community building, a skateboard park, a water
play facility, or a tennis court.
The Mattamy Concept Plan meets these objectives as follows:
•
•

•

6.2.7 Neighbourhood Parks
Neighbourhood Parks are located within neighbourhoods on either local or
collector roads, and are generally around 0.8 hectares in size. Neighbourhood
parks contain various park elements geared to a variety of users of all ages, and
will vary from one neighbourhood to the next. The City recognizes the potential
and unique opportunity for schools to co-locate and share facilities, such as joint
use of sportsfields, shared parking and entrances with each other.
The Mattamy Concept Plan meets these objectives as follows:
•
•
•
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A square-shaped Community Park of 3.10 ha in size is located in the park
location identified in the Barrhaven South CDP Land Use Plan.
The community park is located immediately south of the intersection of two
major roads (Dundonald Drive and the future Greenbank Road) and has
frontage along three roads, ensuring high street visibility and good community
access.
Mattamy will provide the full range of recreational facilities and amenities
identified by the City’s Parks and Recreation Department to ensure
programmable space for the Community Park.

One neighborhood park is located within the Half Moon Bay South
development. The park is 0.91 ha in area and is situated in the southeast
corner of the site, adjacent to one of the elementary school blocks.
In terms of accessibility, the neighbourhood park is situated along River Mist
Road, a designated collector road.
Mattamy will provide the full range of recreational facilities and amenities
as required by the City’s Parks and Recreation Department to ensure
programmable space for the neighborhood parks.
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6.2.8 Parkettes
Parkettes are located within neighbourhoods, usually in proximity to higher density
residential uses, and are generally 0.2 to 0.4 hectares in size. A variety of elementssome active, smaller play structure, or leisure type uses, at a scale conducive to
the size of the park, will be included in the park design. Parkettes will be designed
in a manner that fully integrates the surrounding public realm; as such, singleloaded public streets and higher density residential uses are encouraged adjacent
to, and fronting on the parkette.
The Mattamy Concept Plan meets these objectives as follows:
•
•
•
•

One parkette is proposed within (a previous phase) the Half Moon Bay South
subdivision, at the intersection of Dundonald Drive (a designated collector)
and Street ‘G’ (a designated local road).
The parkette is 0.4 ha in size as stipulated in the CDP.
As required, the parkette is located within close proximity (1-2 blocks) of the
medium- to higher density residential areas.
Mattamy will provide a full range of smaller-scale recreational facilities and
amenities as required by the City’s Parks and Recreation Department for
these parkettes.

located between Cambrian Road, Greenbank Road, and Highway 416, to the
north and northwest of the Half Moon Bay South Subdivision.
Table 2 – Dwelling Unit Projections –
CDP Sub-Planning Areas 3 & 4
Land use & Average Densities Area 3
(net uph)
Hectares

Area 4
Units

Hectares

Low Density

26

32.8

853

34.0

883

Medium Density

52

15.7

815

12.2

637

High Density 1

82

1.4

115

0.0

0

High Density 2

120

1.0

115

0.0

0

Community Core

60

3.2

193

0.0

0

Sub-Total

54.1

2,091

46.2

1,520

Table 3 summarizes the densities and unit count for the Half Moon Bay South
Subdivision for Areas 3 and 4.
Table 3: Dwelling Unit Projections- Half Moon Bay South Subdivision
Area 3

6.3 Dwelling Unit and Population Targets
Four sub-planning areas have been identified in the CDP in order to identify and
track density targets and unit mix over time. The Half Moon Bay South Subdivision
is mainly located in Sub-Planning Area 4, with its northern edge located in SubPlanning Area 3. Table 2 illustrates the unit mix and density requirements for
Areas 3 and 4 of the Barrhaven South Lands. Given that the Half Moon Bay South
Lands fall into two sub-planning areas, the unit count will be lower than the targets
required. It is important to note that the densities used to calculate unit projections
is a weighted density.

6.3.1 Dwelling Unit Targets
The CDP establishes a total of 1,520 units in Sub-Planning Area 4. In addition to
the Mattamy lands, this sub-planning area incorporates lands to the south and
southeast of the Half Moon Bay South Subdivision (Table 2).
The CDP establishes a total of 2,091 dwelling units in Sub-Planning Area 3. In
addition to the Mattamy lands, this sub-planning area incorporates lands generally

Figure 13- Park and Institutional Land Uses
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Units

Hectares

Units

Area 4
Net
Density

Hectares

Units

Net
Density

Low
Density

3.05

109

35.7

15.59

478

30.6

Medium
Density

5.59

275

49.2

2.05

102

49.75

High
Density 1

1.83

180

98.3

0.72

72

100

High
Density 2

0

0

0

0

0

0

Community
0
Core

0

0

0

0

0

Sub-Total 10.47
564
53.86
18.36
652
35.51
						
As demonstrated in the preceding tables, the CDP target density for low density
dwellings (26 units / net ha) is exceeded in the Mattamy Concept Plan, which
proposes a density of 35.7 and 30.6 units per net hectare in Areas 3 and 4
respectively. With respect to medium density units, the target density of 52-units
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per net hectare is met by proposed densities of 49.2 and 49.75 units / net ha in
Areas 3 and 4 respectively. Finally, the CDP’s goal of 82 units per net hectare for
High Density 1 dwellings (village homes) is greatly exceeded at 98.3 and 100 units
/ net ha in Areas 3 and 4 respectively.

6.3.2 Population Targets
The population projections for the Half Moon Bay South Subdivision will be in
compliance with the targets established in the CDP for sub-planning areas 3 and 4
(5,649 and 4,507 respectively) (Table 4).
Table 4: Population Projections – CDP Sub-Planning Areas 3 & 4
Land use & Persons Per
Unit

Area 3
Units

Area 4

Population

Units

Population

Low
Density

3.3

853

2,815

883

2,914

Medium
Density

2.5

815

2,038

637

1,593

High
Density 1

2.1

115

242

0

0

High
Density 2

1.8

115

207

0

0

Community
1.8
Core

193

347

0

0

2,091

5,649

1,520

4,507

Sub-Total

recreational pathways (Section 2.4.5). This does not include land where access is
restricted, including school grounds and private golf courses.
The target for park and leisure areas, which includes parkland dedicated under
Section 42(3) of the Planning Act and parks owned by the City and other public
agencies, is 2.0 hectares per 1,000 population, or approximately 8-10% of
developable land (Section 2.5.4).
The concept plan for Half Moon Bay South incorporates 4.41 hectares of
parkland, including a 3.1 ha Community Park, 0.91 ha Neighbourhood Park, and
a 0.4 Parkette dispersed throughout the plan. Given that no stormwater ponds,
floodplains, or recreational pathways exist within the Half Moon Bay South
subdivision, the amount of land considered “greenspace” is identical to the amount
of land considered “park and leisure areas”.With a total site area of 63.4 hectares,
7% of the gross land area of the subdivision is considered green space/park and
leisure areas. This figure is very close to the 8% minimum specified in Section
2.5.4 of the Official Plan.

6.4 Greenspace Plan
The Barrhaven South greenspace system, as illustrated in the CDP (Figure 15), is
designed to be an integrated network of open spaces, active recreational areas and
linkages. In addition to integrating existing natural areas into the new community,
the Greenspace Plan establishes the following:
•
•
•

An equitable distribution of formal, active parks throughout the area;
Strong north-south and east-west pedestrian and cycling connectivity; and
A pattern of development that ensures all new residents are within 400 metres
of greenspace.

In 2006, an Amendment to the Official Plan was approved in order to implement
the City’s Greenspace Master Plan. The policies establish a target of 4.0 ha / 1,000
population, or approximately 16-20% of gross land area, for total green space,
which includes parks, stormwater management ponds, floodplains, and major
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Figure 14- Barrhaven South CDP Sub-Planning Areas
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CHAPTER 7
COMMUNITY DESIGN GUIDELINE
IMPLEMENTATION
7.1 Purpose & Intent of the Design Guidelines
The following is a comprehensive overview of the design principles which inform
the Community Design Plan for Barrhaven South. The CDP establishes design
guidelines which address a range of land uses, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Overall community identity,
Streets,
Parks and greenspace,
The community core,
Residential Areas,
Employment and Retail Areas, and
Institutional Uses

7.2 Overall Community Identity
The design guidelines established in the Community Design Plan speak to the
importance of Community Identity. The notion of Community Identify in Barrhaven
South is based on the following key development directive:
1. Development should create a more urban, intimate environment.
The Mattamy Concept Plan meets this objective as follows:
•

The village homes will be distributed throughout the plan of subdivision,
allowing for a distribution of density and also allowing for a concentration of
higher-density housing within specific areas.

•

Gateway features will be incorporated into the design of the parks to reinforce
the natural theme of the community, establish strong community landmarks
within the development, and create a strong relationship to adjacent housing.

•

Reduced alterative ROW widths and human-scale housing design will provide
for intimate residential settings

The draft plan for the Half Moon Bay South Lands illustrates not only the locational
and quantitative requirements of these uses as set out in the CDP, but establishes
the framework within which these design guidelines can be met. The following
subsections describe the design principles assumed in the Demonstration Plan
for each land use. These design principles achieve the general design guidelines
of the CDP.
The italicized portion of each subsection below represents an excerpt from the
CDP with regard to the purpose of each major land use within the Half Moon Bay
South Lands.

Figure 15- Barrhaven South CDP Greenspace Plan
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7.3 Streets
Streets are a major element of the public realm in communities. The design of
streets with respect to widths, landscaping, and their relationship with buildings are
fundamental in establishing the character of a community.
The Mattamy Concept Plan meets these objectives as follows:

situated on both sides of the transit lane, followed by a 2-lane roadway on
both sides of the buffer, each 7.75 m in width.
Intersections
•

7.3.1 Arterial Roads (Figure 16)
•

The arterial roadway system contained within the Half Moon Bay South
subdivision will consist of the existing and future Greenbank Roads (41.5 m
right-of-way).

Parking
•

Figure 16 illustrates the cross-sections for each of the proposed rights-of-way
widths for the arterials.
•
•

New Greenbank Road will be designed with a 41.5 m right-of-way to
accommodate two dedicated transit lanes in the center of the road

Full-movement intersections along arterials will be signalized and appropriately
spaced. Where necessary, intersections will be limited to right-in/right-out
movements only.

On-street parking will be encouraged on arterial roads in off-speak hours as
a way of providing traffic calming and creating a more intimate, pedestrian
setting for the Community Core.

Pedestrians
•

Sidewalks will be provided on both sides of arterial streets except where a
multi-use recreational pathway is provided on one of the sides. Sidewalks will
generally be 2 m in width. A landscaped buffer will be located between the
sidewalk and the street to ensure an attractive, functional and safe pedestrian
environment that is well-integrated with the public realm but shielded from
higher volume automobile traffic.

•

Pedestrian crossings will be clearly marked through the use of lighting and
changes in pavement materials, texture and/or colour.

•

Pedestrian-scale lighting will be provided on all arterials and at all intersections
to ensure pedestrian safety and pedestrian visibility for street traffic at night.

These transit lanes will be 8 m in width. A 5 m landscaped buffer will be

Cycling

A typical suburban lot (Left) and
The Mattamy WideLot™ (right)
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•

Some arterial roadways will incorporate on-street cycling paths. For instance,
New Greenbank Road will have a greenway linkage system containing a bike
path that will connect to the Jock River, the District Park, Community Core,
transit stations, and community open spaces.

•

As required by the CDP, on-street cycling routes on arterial roadways will
be designed as 3 metre-wide multi-use recreational pathways on one side
to create a safe environment for cycling, rollerblading, and other forms of
transportation.
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Figure 16- Arterial and Collector Roads
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Landscaping

7.3.3 Local Roads

•

The purpose of local roads is to distribute traffic from arterial and collector streets
to individual properties, generally over short distances. Barrhaven South is a
residential community and therefore the majority of its road network consists of
local roads.

Arterials will include regular landscaping such as tree plantings, planted
on 7-10 m centres, in the centre of roadways, which will form a continuous
canopy at maturity.

Transit
•

Transit-priority measures will be provided along New Greenbank Road. These
measures may include dedicated transit lanes and separate transit lights,
which would improve the speed and reliability of transit service.

The Mattamy Concept Plan meets these objectives as follows:
•

Double-loaded local roads will be designed with an 18 m right-of-way that will
accommodate bicycle movement on one side of the street. Where a window
street is designed, the ROW will be 14 m wide. Sidewalks, generally 1.8 m
in width, will typically be provided on one side of the street and located at the
curb. On-street parking will be permitted on either side of local roads.

•

Boulevards will be provided on both sides of the street and will be planted with
deciduous trees 7 to 10 m on centre that will form a canopy at maturity.

The purpose of collector roads is to provide an organizational structure for the
internal workings of the community. They establish routes into and between the
various neighbourhoods, and provide routes to integrate transit into the community.

•

Local roads will form a modified grid street pattern, with shorter block lengths
than typical suburban design to achieve traffic calming and create a more
urban, pedestrian-friendly development.

The Mattamy Concept Plan meets these objectives as follows:

7.4 Parks & Greenspace

•

All collector roads will be designed using a 24 m ROW. Collectors will provide
2-lane, bi-directional traffic within an 11 m wide street.

•

In addition to the paved road surface, the majority of collector road rightsof-way will include a boulevard and sidewalk on both sides of the street.
Sidewalks will be two metres wide, within a 6.5 m wide boulevard. This will
create a comfortable pedestrian environment for residents and visitors to
the community. On-street parking will be permitted on either side of collector
roads, although restrictions may apply in school zones.

Greenspace and parkland in Barrhaven South will be easily accessible to
residents, provide active recreational space, and enhance north-south and eastwest pedestrian connectivity.

•

Bus stops and waiting amenities will be provided at designated intersections
along New Greenbank Road, and will contain sufficient space to include a
waiting area, shelter or bench.

7.3.2 Collector Roads

•

•

Boulevards will be sodded and planted with deciduous trees, using species
that will form a canopy at maturity. Trees will planted on the centerline of the
boulevard, at regular intervals along the roadway.
Collector road design will include the construction of a 3 m wide, multi-use
recreational pathway on one side. This will ensure a comfortable traveling
space for cyclists, rollerbladers and pedestrians using these pathways.
Ultimately, it will encourage the integration of a variety of public transportation
forms within the community.
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The Mattamy Concept Plan meets these objectives as follows:
•
•
•

Pedestrian access to the community park will be clearly defined using public
sidewalks, mid-block walkways, landscape and/or architectural elements to
ensure an appealing park presence from the road.
To provide definition, trees will be planted along the edge of parks. Tree
coverage will be positioned tactfully along the perimeter of parks or within the
parks themselves, and will not screen park activity from the street.
Community design will encourage ‘eyes on parks’ for both safety and aesthetic
reasons. This will be achieved through various means such as street frontage.
The community park will have frontage on two streets. In addition, the 0.91 ha
park adjacent to the school in the southeast corner of the subdivision will have
frontage on two street and will be directly connected to the school.
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7.4.1 Community Parks
Community parks are intended to be the focus of the community in terms of active
recreational opportunities and facilities. The majority of the community’s multi-use
sports fields will be located in these parks, as well as a variety of other recreation
opportunities, both active and passive.
The Mattamy Concept Plan meets these objectives as follows:

•

Landscaping will incorporate existing trees and ground-cover and will be
enhanced with indigenous species planting.

7.4.3 Parkettes
Parkettes provide an additional element to the open space and parks network
of a community. In addition to the recreational opportunities provided within the
park, these spaces can improve connectivity through neighbourhoods, provide
interesting focal points, enhance the community built form and help to establish
the character of neighbourhoods.

•

The Community Park will be approximately 3.10 ha in size and will be square
in shape to optimize use of the space.

•

Vehicular parking will be provided in the Community Park to provide increased
accessibility for both residents and visitors. Landscaped areas in parking lots
will incorporate features such as bioswales, bioretention areas, and concave
medians to capture runoff before it leaves the site.

The Mattamy Concept Plan meets these objectives as follows:
•

The Parkette (which is located in a previous phase) will be approximately 0.4
ha in size and will be square in shape to optimize use of the space.

•

The Community Park will serve as a focus for the entire community through
landscaping features both at the perimeter and internal areas of the park, and
through pedestrian meeting areas and attractive gathering spaces.

•

The Parkette will be a neighbourhood focal point and terminate the view
corridor of two local roads.

•

The Community Park will contain programmable space and will include at
least one sportsfield, a children’s play area, pathways, park furniture, and a
special feature such as a community building or tennis court.

•

Lots will front or have “side frontage” onto the Parkette, and no rear-lotting will
be permitted.

•

The Parkette will contain both passive and active recreational elements such
as a quiet respite area, small waterplay area, and / or half court basketball
facility.

7.4.2 Neighbourhood Parks
Neighbourhood Parks will be the focus of a neighbourhood and will provide
opportunities for active and passive recreation for immediate residents.
The Mattamy Concept Plan meets these objectives as follows:
•

The Neighbourhood Park will be approximately 0.91 ha in size and will be
square in shape to optimize use of the space.

•

It will include elements such as play structures, informal playgrounds, seating,
hard surface areas and incorporate 1 intense use facility.
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7.4.4 Linkages & Trails
Open space linkages are one of the major structuring elements in community
building. In a way, they are the skeleton of the community, providing a network
to all reaches of the community and providing connectivity from home to amenity
spaces, schools and shopping areas, as well as natural features.
The Mattamy Concept Plan meets these objectives as follows:
•

Trails for pedestrians and cyclists will be 3 m wide; trails for pedestrians will
be 2 m wide. Design of the trail or pathway amenities will coordinate the
placement and design of benches, signage, waste/recycling receptacles,
and access to drinking water where feasible.

•

Where a trail or pathway is considered to be a part of the ‘greenway
network’, such as New Greenbank Road, and is included within a
City right-of-way, more emphasis will be placed on the pedestrian and
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cycling facilities to meet the needs of users. Design features will include:
the provision of one wider boulevard area on one side of the street to
accommodate a 3 m wide pathway; the provision of dedicated on-road
cycle lanes rather than signed routes or shared-use lanes.
•

The Demonstration Plan establishes several mid-block pathways to
connect houses to collector roadways and to the community park to
improve overall accessibility within the community.

•

Mid-block pathways are strategically placed to decrease travel time
and distance for pedestrians. Ultimately, their purpose is to ensure that
pedestrians do not have to travel the perimeter of entire street blocks to
reach their destination.

7.5 Residential Neighbourhoods

entranceway design. Front yard setbacks will range from 3 to 6 m and will
establish a strong street edge.
•

Shallower and wider single-detached residential lots (Mattamy’s Wide Lot
Design) will be employed to establish a close relationship between the house
and street and maximize rear yard amenity space. This relationship will
be enhanced through projecting and wrap-around porches and prominent
building entrances.

•

Reduced front yard building setbacks, enhanced entrance features and
garages set back or flush with the building face or porch edge, which contribute
to a more urban street treatment.

7.5.3 Variation in Design (Figure 20)
•

A variety of housing types with a range of design features will be provided
throughout each neighbourhood. As shown in the concept plan, many areas in
the subdivision contain a mixture of higher and lower density units in the same
block or adjacent to each other. For example, the area immediately east of the
Community Park will consist of village homes, street townhouse and single
detached housing.

•

Variation in unit type and style along the same street will be encouraged in
order to create distinct and identifiable neighborhoods that contribute to a
sense of place. Architectural style and detail of different housing types will
complement each other but remain distinct and diverse in overall profile and
styling.

The intent is to create a strong, vibrant, urban community in Barrhaven South,
which includes the following elements:
•
•
•

Increased densities to sustain transit and a variety of land uses,
A variety of housing types and built form to create interesting places,
Strong urban design elements that protect and enhance the abundant natural
features and create engaging, beautiful places to live.

The Mattamy Concept Plan meets these objectives as follows:

7.5.1 Neighbourhood Design
•

Houses will be oriented to the proposed schools and Community Park,
walkways will facilitate connectivity throughout the community, and the
distribution of different housing types throughout the subdivision will contribute
to a strong neighborhood design.

•

Neighbourhoods will be designed to incorporate gateway features to create
a sense of identity and arrival. This is achieved in the Mattamy community
via the placement of the community park and schools, which are located
along either arterial or collector roadways in order to create distinct landmark
features within the community.

7.5.2 Building Location & Articulation
•

Figure 19- Linkages

All buildings will be street-oriented in terms of design, setbacks, and at-grade
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7.5.4 Garages & Parking
•

Garages attached to single-family dwellings will be designed so as not to
dominate the streetscape or the house. Attached garages will not protrude
more than 2 m beyond, and preferably should be flush with or recessed from
the main front wall of the dwelling.

•

Attached garages will generally not occupy more than 50% to 60% of the width
of the façade of the wall in which it is located. For townhouses or row units
where the goal is difficult to achieve, the visual dominance of the garage will be
downplayed by using windows, projecting balconies, and landscaping as the
dominant elements facing the public street.

7.5.5 Landscaping & Parks
•

Dwellings abutting parkland will be carefully designed for improved safety and
will incorporate careful design mechanisms related to landscaping, fencing or
grade changes to provide clear transition and demarcation between the public
and private realm.

•

One new tree will be planted for every single, and street townhouse unit. One
new tree will be planted for every two stacked townhouse and apartment
units. Three trees will be planted on corner lots.

7.6 Institutional Uses
The following design principles are assumed for the Mattamy Concept Plan for
schools:
•

The school sites will address the streets and are encouraged to have their
primary building entrances oriented to the street. This will provide ease of
access, and will accentuate the schools’ roles as key community nodes and
landmarks. The schools will have frontage onto a collector street for increased
visibility and optimum space requirements.

•

Strong pedestrian linkages to public transit and nearby residential uses will be
provided via mid-block walkways and crosswalks adjacent to school sites. This
will create convenient access and movement corridors to and from the school
site.

•

On-site bus lay-bys and car drop-offs can be designed to avoid pedestrian/
vehicular conflicts and, where appropriate, will be located at the side of the
school.
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Figure 20- Housing Types
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CHAPTER 8
IMPLEMENTATION

8.1 Development Review and Applications to Rezone
and Subdivide Land
8.1.1

Applications to rezone and subdivide the Half Moon Bay South lands
are being submitted concurrently, together with this Demonstration
Report and other supporting studies. These reports include the
following components:

•

A description and illustration of how the proposed zoning, subdivision,
building setbacks and elevations, and land uses meet the overall intent and
urban design guidelines of the CDP;

•

An indication of the residential uses and densities proposed, by units per net
hectare, which are consistent with the target densities set out in the Official
Plan and Community Design Plan;

•

A description of existing site conditions, including soil, archaeology, and
environmental considerations; and

•

The method by which the site will be serviced by municipal services,
including roads.

8.2 Achieving and Monitoring Residential Types and Density
8.2.1
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The Official Plan (2003) requires that Community Design Plans
establish the mix and location of residential dwelling types:

•

The Barrhaven South CDP states that at least 45%, but no more than 55%
of units may be single-detached, at least 10% apartment dwellings, and
the remainder of units must be multiple-attached other than apartments.
The Plan proposes 48% single-detached, 31% multiple-attached, and 21%
apartment dwellings within the Half Moon Bay South subdivision.

•

Net residential density is based on the area of land in exclusively residential
use, including lanes and parking areas internal to developments but
excluding public streets, rights-of-way and all non-residential uses.
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8.2.2

To monitor the Official Plan residential policies, the CDP has been
divided into four (4)
Sub-Planning Areas. While the overall CDP
will achieve the desired mix of uses, each Sub-Planning Area and
each subdivision may not.

8.2.3

The total number and mix of residential units will be tracked on a
neighbourhood and community-wide level at the time of development
approval. Minor variations in the expected average density for each
housing form are permitted, provided it can be demonstrated that both
the total number of residential units and the mix of residential unit
types can be reasonably achieved by adjusting density and/or mix on
remaining vacant lands within each neighbourhood.

8.2.4

It must be demonstrated within each Sub-Planning Area that:

•

The density for single-detached, semi-detached and townhouses will
achieve the Official Plan requirement of at least 29 units per net hectare
and the CDP target of 34.3 units per net hectare, both on a community wide
basis. The Half Moon Bay South subdivision exceeds this target by providing
a density of 36.7 units per net hectare.

8.3 Parks and Recreation
Land Banking and Compensation
8.3.1

An agreement has be executed among the landowners to establish a
mechanism that allows for the compensation of parkland that may be
inequitably distributed across ownership throughout the entire CDP. A
formal group, which includes the major land owners in the CDP area,
has been established. The Barrhaven South Land Owners (BSLO)
have negotiated a cost sharing agreement for all appropriate items. For
the purposes of implementing the Barrhaven South Community Design
Plan, the City will track all revenues and expenditures generated within
this growth area. In order to preserve the integrity of the fund, cash-inlieu revenues generated in Barrhaven South will be spent in Barrhaven
South up to final build-out within the CDP planning area.
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Parks Development Implementation Strategy

8.4 Conclusion

8.3.2

As noted in the Community Design Plan (CDP), Mattamy is not required to develop
their lands precisely as shown in the Demonstration Plan. The purpose and role of
the Demonstration Plan is to:

8.3.3

8.3.4

As a general rule, park development will follow the phasing of
development established by this CDP, with the greatest priority placed
on district, community and neighbourhood parks as shown on the
Land Use Plan, followed by linkages and parkettes.
As per typical municipal practice in Ottawa, the City is responsible for
the design and development of the parks shown in this Community
Design Plan. All costs associated with such implementation are
attributed to the parks portion of the City’s development
charge
by-law. As such, the City will track all development charge revenue
generated in
Barrhaven South for expenditure within the Barrhaven
South CDP planning area.
As discussed Mattamy intends to “front-end” the design and construction
of the park facilities as part of the subdivision improvements for each
phases in order to provide immediate public amenities for future
residents, and until the City acquires the lands intended for the large
district park. Mattamy intends to receive credits for the park design and
construction through Development Charges (DC). The park designs
would be reviewed and approved by the City of Ottawa as part of the
final design drawings for the subdivision improvements.

•
•
•
•
•

Provide guidance on how these lands could develop over time;
Demonstrate possibilities and methods for addressing specific development
challenges;
Illustrate ways to achieve the design guidelines for various land uses;
Illustrate some specific objectives the CDP is seeking to achieve; and
Provide a means for establishing and monitoring density targets over time.

The Half Moon Bay South Demonstration Report, including the Draft Plan, are
submitted with applications to rezone and subdivide the subject lands. The
Demonstration Report incorporates the findings of all the required supporting
studies conducted for the lands, and provides an inventory of compliance and
consistency with the planning principles and design guidelines established in the
Barrhaven South Community Design Plan (CDP).

Parkettes have not been designated on the Land Use Plan. The
location and size of
parkettes will be determined through the plan
of subdivision process, in accordance with the design guidelines in
Chapter 6.

8.3.6

During the subdivision process, any land efficiencies found in the siting
and design of larger
parks, or any surplus land dedication that is
realized across the CDP area, may be used
toward
the
establishment of parkettes.
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It is requested that the Half Moon Bay South lands be re-zoned from Development
Reserve Zone (DR), and Mineral Resource Subzone 1 (MR1) to Residential
Third Density Zone with Exceptions (R3Y[XXXX]). Further, it is requested that
the new Exception be similar to Exception 1627, which was developed for the
Half Moon Bay (north) development in order to accommodate Mattamy’s unique
residential products.
Revised Provision
In order to allow for a new single-detached product, known as the Valleyfield,
Mattamy is seeking to establish an Exception which varies from Exception 1627
with respect to one provision, the front yard setback requirement. This provision
currently reads:

Locate residential buildings close to the property line with their primary
face addressing the street, while making room for trees and utilities.
Provide visual interest along the streetscape with a variety in setbacks and
projections. (Guideline 34)
Design residential buildings so that garages do not dominate the width of
the front façade and do not project past the front wall. Design driveways so
that they are not wider than the garage. (Guideline 44)
As illustrated in (Figure 1}, the reduced driveway lengths created by a reduced
front yard setback sufficiently accommodate a variety of parking situations. All
vehicle sizes, including a compact/sub-compact car, a full-size car, a luxury car,
and a standard pickup truck, comfortably fit in the driveway of the recessed garage.
Similarly, all of the vehicle types, save for the pickup truck, can comfortably fit in
the driveway of the non-recessed garage. As such, the only vehicle situation which
would potentially cause some difficulties is if a home owner had two pickup trucks,
a situation which is not common.

Where access to a lot is provided by a street with sidewalks provided under
the requirements of the plan of subdivision, the front yard setback for an
attached garage will be measured from the garage to the nearest edge
of the sidewalk, for a minimum setback of 6m from the back edge of the
sidewalk. (Exception 1627)

Parkettes
8.3.5

EXHIBIT A
PROPOSED ZONING BY-LAW AMENDMENT

It is requested that this provision be revised to read “…a minimum setback of
5.5 m from the back edge of the sidewalk…” in order to accommodate a doublecar garage design which is exclusive to the Valleyfield product. More specifically,
the Valleyfield has one garage door that is flush with the front of the house and
a second garage door which is recessed by approximately 1 metre. In order to
maintain a sufficiently-sized back yard amenity area, this design requires bringing
the house 0.5 metres closer to the street edge.
The intent of the recessed door is to provide visual interest along the streetscape and
to reduce the prominence of the second garage. Further, it is widely recognized that
reducing front yard setbacks creates a more animated streetscape and therefore
represents good urban design. These goals are recognized in Guidelines 34 and
44 of the City of Ottawa’s Urban Design Guidelines for Greenfield Neighbourhoods
(2007), which state:
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Exception 1627
It is requested that, excluding the front yard setback provision, the remainder of the
new Exception be identical to Exception 1627, which reads:
A. General:
•

the front wall of an attached garage may not be located more than 2m closer
to the front lot line than either the front wall of the main building or the leading
edge of a roofed porch

•

minimum density is 29 units per net hectare

•

the minimum distance between a driveway and an intersection of two street
lines is 6m measured at the street line

•

the minimum distance between a driveway for a multiple attached dwelling on
a public lane and an intersection of two street lines is 3.5m measured at the
street line

•

outdoor amenity areas is permitted on top of garages in multiple attached
dwellings located on rear lanes

For semi-detached dwellings:
• minimum lot area is 137m²
• minimum lot width is 5.5m
• minimum front yard setback is 3m for the principle building and attached garage
• minimum corner side yard is 2.5m
• minimum rear yard setback for a multiple attached dwelling and garage on a
rear lane is 0m
• maximum lot coverage is 65%
• maximum building height is 12m
For back-to-back and/or multiple attached dwellings:
• minimum lot area is 81m²
• minimum lot width is 4m
• minimum front yard setback is 3m for the principle building and attached garage
• minimum front yard setback is 3m for the principle building and attached garage
• minimum rear yard setback for a multiple attached dwelling and garage on a
rear lane is 0m
• minimum corner side yard is 2.5m
• minimum interior side yard setback is 1.5m and 0m on the common lot line of
attached buildings
• maximum building height is 14m

• more than one detached dwelling is permitted on an existing lot of record for the
purpose of serving as a model home provided a draft Plan of Subdivision has
been approved for the lot of record
For detached dwellings:
• minimum lot area is 220m²
• minimum lot width is 8.8m
• minimum front yard setback is 3m for the principle building and attached garage
• minimum combined interior side yard setback is 1.8m with a minimum of 0.6m
on one side
• minimum rear yard for a corner lot is 0.6m
• minimum corner side yard is 2.5m
• maximum lot coverage is 55%

Figure 1- Garage setback from sidewalk
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B – General:
•

when access to a lot is provided by a public rear lane a minimum of 8.5m
wide, and that lot also abuts a public park, the public park frontage shall
be considered to be a “frontage on a public street” for interpretation of the
provisions of this zoning by-law

•

a sill, belt course, cornices, eaves, gutters, chimneys, chimney box, fireplace
box, overhangs or pilasters may project 1m into the required front and corner
side yard and 1m, but no closer than 0.2m, into the interior side yard

•

balconies may project 2m, but no closer than 1m from the property line and no
closer than 0m from a property line abutting a sight triangle, into the front and
corner side yard

•

open, roofed or unroofed porches and entrance features not exceeding one
storey in height may project 2m, but no closer than 1m from the property line
and no closer than 0m from a property line abutting a sight triangle, into the
front and corner side yard, and 1m into a rear yard

•

a deck may project 2m, but no closer than 1m from the property line, into a
front and corner side yard; in a rear and interior side yard a deck may project
to within 0.3m of a lot line and an additional 0.3m setback from every 0.3m or
portion thereof that is constructed above finished grade

•

steps attached to a porch may project 2.5m, but no closer than 0.5m from
property line and no closer than 0m from a property line abutting a sight
triangle, into a front and corner side yard

•

in the case of a home based business operating within a multiple attached
or semi-detached dwelling, the required parking space is only required if the
business involves an outside employee

•

no more than 60% of the area of any front yard or corner side yard may be used
as a driveway or parking space

•

exterior parking spaces will have a minimum length of 5.5m and a minimum
width of 2.7m

•

blocks of multiple attached dwellings that are attached along the rear and side
walls shall be limited to sixteen attached dwelling units within each block

•

0.0 metre setback required from the lot line at a corner lot line

• air conditioning units may project 1m into a corner and interior side yard and 2m
into a rear yard, but no closer than 0.2m to the property line
•

corner sight triangles shall have the following distances:
• 10 metre triangles when involving arterial roads
• 5 metres when involving only local roads
• 3 metres when involving a public lane
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